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Abstract 21 

During shearing in geological environments, frictional processes, including the wear of sliding rock 22 

surfaces, control the nature of the slip events. Multiple studies focusing on natural samples have 23 

investigated the frictional behaviour of a large suite of geological materials. However, due to the 24 

varied and heterogeneous nature of geomaterials, the individual controls of material properties on 25 

friction and wear remain unconstrained. Here, we use variably porous synthetic glass samples (8, 19 26 

and 30 % porosity) to explore the frictional behaviour and development of wear in geomaterials at 27 

low normal stresses (≤ 1 MPa). We propose that porosity provides an inherent roughness to material 28 

which wear and abrasion cannot smooth, allowing material at the pore margins to interact with the 29 

slip surface. This results in an increase in measured friction coefficient from <0.4 for 8 % porosity, to 30 

<0.55 for 19 % porosity and 0.6–0.8 for 30 % porosity for the slip rates evaluated. For a given 31 

porosity, wear rate reduces with slip rate due to less asperity interaction time. At higher slip rates, 32 

samples also exhibit slip weakening behaviour, either due to evolution of the slipping zone or by the 33 

activation of temperature-dependent microphysical processes. However, heating rate and peak 34 

temperature may be reduced by rapid wear rates as frictional heating and wear compete. The higher 35 
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wear rates and reduced heating rates of porous rocks during slip may delay the onset of thermally 36 

triggered dynamic weakening mechanisms such as flash heating, frictional melting and thermal 37 

pressurisation. Hence porosity, and the resultant friction coefficient, work, heating rate and wear rate, 38 

of materials can influence the dynamics of slip during such events as shallow crustal faulting or mass 39 

movements. 40 

1 Introduction 41 

A spectrum of geohazards and anthropogenic processes are associated with shear, rupture and slip on 42 

faults or other slip surfaces. These include earthquakes, volcanic activity, landslides, glacier flow and 43 

induced seismicity. Hence, an understanding of the frictional behaviour of geomaterials is essential to 44 

resolve the development of faulting events in a variety of environments. Geomaterials vary greatly in 45 

their mineralogy and texture, which range from sedimentary and volcaniclastic rocks formed by the 46 

deposition, compaction and cementation of grains or fragments during lithification (Lewis, 1984), to 47 

igneous rocks formed through cooling with variable degrees of crystallisation and vitrification, 48 

causing a range of textures with diverse glass, crystal and bubble contents (e.g. Le Bas and 49 

Streckeisen, 1991), and metamorphic rocks formed through recrystallisation (e.g. Schumacher, 50 

1999). This textural and chemical variety leads to differing mechanical properties of rocks as each of 51 

the constituent phases have different strength and fracture toughness, dictating the rocks’ mechanical 52 

response to slip and comminution (Spray, 1992; 2010). It is therefore difficult to determine the 53 

control each of these variables exerts onto the frictional response of the material. Furthermore, fault 54 

slip can generate a substantial amount of frictional heating (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959). The thermal 55 

conductivities and, where relevant, decomposition, breakdown or melting temperatures of each 56 

constituent phase of the material also determine the progression of frictional heating during sliding 57 

(e.g. Spray, 2010; Wallace et al., 2019a). It is the pairing of comminution with the production and 58 

conduction of frictional heat away from the slip interface, determined by the nature of the material, 59 

that acts to dissipate the energy of slip events (e.g. Lavallée and Kendrick, 2020 and references 60 

therein). 61 

The frictional behaviour of rocks has been studied extensively using field observations (e.g. Sibson, 62 

1994; Di Toro and Pennacchioni, 2005; Di Toro et al., 2005; Mitchell et al., 2016; Hughes et al., 63 

2020), controlled laboratory experiments (e.g. Byerlee, 1978; Marone, 1998; Scholz, 1998; Hirose 64 

and Shimamoto, 2005a, 2005b; Di Toro et al., 2006, 2011; Kendrick et al., 2014; Hornby et al., 2015; 65 

Wallace et al., 2019a), and modelling (e.g. Nielsen et al., 2008; Weng and Yang, 2018). In an early 66 

attempt to reconcile laboratory data, Byerlee (1978) advanced that at low slip velocities and shallow 67 

crustal conditions (<200 MPa normal stress), the shear resistance (τ) of rocks during slip is 68 

proportional to the normal stress (σn), such that:  69 

𝜏 = µ𝜎𝑛 (1) 70 

where µ is the coefficient of friction. At low normal stresses (<200 MPa), coefficients of friction vary 71 

around 0.85 with very large scatter (e.g. 0.3 < µ < 3.0 at σn = 5 MPa) and high dependence on surface 72 

roughness ( Byerlee, 1978). With higher normal stresses (>200 MPa), the friction coefficients of 73 

rocks decrease to approximately 0.6 with lower scatter (e.g. 0.57 < µ < 0.62: Byerlee, 1978), unless 74 

the rocks are clay-rich, in which case µ may be significantly lower (e.g. Collettini et al., 2009, 2019; 75 

Ikari et al., 2009). Yet, faulting events are dynamic, and as such friction is often expressed via the 76 

rate-and-state friction constitutive law, which includes consideration of time, slip velocity and 77 

displacement (Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983). This description is particularly important at velocities 78 

associated with seismic events, as a rate weakening response has been observed in a variety of rock 79 
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types. In some instances high slip rates may promote frictional coefficients even lower than 0.1 (Di 80 

Toro et al., 2011). Such occurrences have been attributed to a range of physical and chemical 81 

processes that are dependent on both rock type and slip conditions, including: thermal pressurisation 82 

of pore fluids (e.g. Sibson, 1973; Rice, 2006); flash heating (e.g. Rice, 2006); chemical 83 

decomposition (e.g. Han et al., 2007); production of gouge by material wear, abrasion and 84 

comminution (e.g. Matsu’ura et al., 1992); formation of silica gel (from water quartz interaction; e.g. 85 

Di Toro et al., 2004); and frictional melting (Hirose and Shimamoto, 2005a; Di Toro et al., 86 

2006).These processes are determined primarily by the nature and evolution of the contact surface of 87 

the slip interface. Within geomaterials, widely ranging fractions of void space in the form of pores 88 

(vesicles) and fractures (cracks) concentrate stress and localise fracture nucleation, ultimately 89 

reducing the strength (Al-Harthi et al., 1999; Heap et al., 2014; Vasseur et al., 2015; Bubeck et al., 90 

2017). The presence of pores and fractures in contact with the slip interface acts to increase the 91 

roughness of the surface and reduce the potential contact area (e.g. Rapetto et al., 2009), which 92 

results in locally higher stresses that concentrate the mechanical wear and frictional heating to a 93 

smaller surface area (Engelder and Scholz, 1976; Scholz and Engelder, 1976; Bhushan, 1998). 94 

Greater normal stresses increase the geometric interaction of rough surfaces by asperity deformation 95 

(Bhushan, 1998; Bowden and Tabor, 2001). 96 

Fracturing and wear of slip surfaces can create a cataclastic gouge layer with diminishing grain size 97 

upon attrition (Engelder, 1974; Mair and Abe, 2011), and generally, gouge zone thickness increases 98 

with increasing slip distance (Scholz, 1987). The generation of gouge influences the frictional 99 

behaviour by the removal of surface asperities (Matsu’ura et al., 1992) and the introduction of a layer 100 

of particles with differing frictional behaviour (Sibson, 1994; Niemeijer et al., 2010; Lavallée et al., 101 

2014). Field and structural observations of natural faults exhibiting large amounts of gouge and 102 

cataclasite often indicate lower apparent frictional coefficients than those with rock-rock contact 103 

surfaces (Sibson, 1994; Townend, 2006), which is supported by experimental investigations of gouge 104 

samples (Ikari et al., 2009; Niemeijer et al., 2010; Lavallée et al., 2014; Faulkner et al., 2018). There 105 

are many examples of the products of frictional sliding preserved in the rock record, the nature of 106 

which are determined by the lithologies involved and the conditions at which slip occurred. In the 107 

brittle regime in near surface shear zones, gouge and cataclasite layers and zones are preserved 108 

(Engelder, 1974; Sibson, 1977; Wallace et al., 2019b). At greater pressures, ductile mylonites are 109 

formed (Sibson, 1977) and in cases of extreme heating during slip, pseudotachylytes, solidified 110 

frictional melts, occur (Sibson, 1977; Di Toro et al., 2011; Kendrick et al., 2012; Mitchell et al., 111 

2016) and are often used as evidence for the occurrence of coseismic slip (Sibson, 1975; Cowan, 112 

1999), though they have also been recorded in mass movements (e.g. Masch et al., 1985; Grunewald 113 

et al., 2000; Hacker et al., 2014; Hughes et al., 2020).  114 

Although friction coefficient is relatively easy to calculate from experiments and model from natural 115 

faults, explaining the active mechanisms, their temporal occurrence, competing influence and 116 

evolution is more difficult (e.g. Rutter et al., 2001). Transience of multiple conditions such as 117 

cohesion, composition, interface geometry (roughness), loading, saturation and the presence of 118 

lubricating layers (such as melt, gouge, nanoparticles or silica gel) ultimately determine the evolution 119 

of slip behaviour (Scholz, 2019) . Friction and wear are considered linked processes in tribology and 120 

are often studied in conjunction with one another as they can elucidate temporal transitions 121 

(Yoshioka, 1986; Wang and Scholz, 1994; Hirose et al., 2012; Boneh et al., 2013; Boneh and Reches, 122 

2018). Wear is largely controlled by the failure of asperity contacts (Archard, 1953; Rabinowicz, 123 

1965; Bowden and Tabor, 2001) and results from a mix of complex mechanisms: adhesive, effective 124 

at asperity contacts (Archard, 1953); abrasive, from asperity ploughing (Moore and King, 1980); 125 

delamination, where damage occurs away from the sliding surface (Fleming and Suh, 1977); fatigue, 126 
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from repeating events (Rozeanu, 1963); and corrosive due to chemical weakening (Watson et al., 127 

1995). Archard (1953) studied the global wear of faults and introduced Archard’s equation. This is 128 

given as: 129 

𝐺 = 𝐾𝐷 (
𝜎𝑛

𝐻
) (2) 130 

where the cumulative wear volume (G) from two surfaces with a given normal stress (σn) is 131 

calculated after a given slip distance (D), considering the wear coefficient (K) in units of m2, and the 132 

hardness of the softer of the two materials in contact (H). However, it was later noted that this only 133 

considers steady state wear, whereas experimental data also suggests an initial transient running-in 134 

phase, with elevated wear rates (Queener et al., 1965). The transient running-in phase is linked with 135 

initial asperity removal, whilst steady state wear rates are associated with the continued removal of 136 

material at the surface (Wang and Scholz, 1994). Additionally, Archard’s model fails to consider the 137 

effect of slip velocity, which has been shown to have a large impact on wear rates (Hirose et al., 138 

2012; Boneh et al., 2013). Boneh and Reches (2018) found wear rate to increase with slowness 139 

(inverse slip velocity) for a range of lithologies (sandstones, granites and carbonates) tested, a 140 

phenomena also noted in ceramics at slip velocities up to 1 m.s-1 (Conway et al., 1988; Al-Qutub et 141 

al., 2008). 142 

As asperities and roughness on slip surface interfaces have a key control on wear, friction and on the 143 

nucleation of seismic ruptures (i.e. relations between critical slip distance and asperity size; e.g., 144 

Dieterich, 1979), numerous geophysical/geological studies have investigated roughness and 145 

evolution of roughness along sliding surfaces with increasing cumulative slip (Scholz, 1987; Power 146 

et al., 1988; Sagy et al., 2007; Candela et al., 2012; Brodsky et al., 2016). Investigations have found 147 

that fault surfaces are fractal in nature, being self-similar to self-affine (Power et al., 1988; Sagy et 148 

al., 2007), with roughness evolving to smoother forms with increasing slip via abrasion and 149 

fracturing, forming fault rock products such as gouge (Sagy et al., 2007). During experimentation the 150 

scale of investigation is often limited due to experimental geometric constraints, where roughness of 151 

samples cannot replicate the fractal nature of large fault surfaces observed in nature. As a result, 152 

natural faults have been shown to exhibit a broader range of wear rates during slip than their 153 

experimental counterparts (Scholz, 1987; Boneh et al., 2013; Boneh and Reches, 2018). 154 

Multiple studies have used natural or synthetic gouge samples to investigate the frictional properties 155 

of gouge layers during slip events (e.g. Numelin et al., 2007; Lavallée et al., 2014; Togo et al., 2016). 156 

However, such studies do not quantify the early comminution of material at the onset of slip and the 157 

formation of a layer of cataclasite or gouge. During the onset of slip, frictional sliding is dominated 158 

by the interaction of asperities (controlled by normal stress and slip rate) so that roughness is a key 159 

parameter, as opposed to in the presence of a gouge layer, which produces a three body system 160 

consisting of two wall rock surfaces and a granular layer (Matsu’ura et al., 1992; Sagy et al., 2007).  161 

Due to the complex and heterogeneous nature of natural rock samples, it is difficult to compare the 162 

influence of individual variables on the wear and frictional responses of rocks. As such, the use of 163 

synthetic proxies for geomaterials, specifically variably indurated glass beads, may be used to 164 

systematically and independently vary properties such as porosity in order to determine their role 165 

(Wadsworth et al., 2016; Ryan et al., 2019).  166 

 167 

2 Methods and Materials 168 
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In order to test the influence of porosity on frictional behaviour, wear and comminution, we elected 169 

to use glass beads sintered to three target porosities (8, 19 and 30 %). These porosities were chosen 170 

because they represent realistic values for a range of natural geomaterials found in shallow, 171 

structurally active settings (e.g. Wheaton, 2016). During sintering above the glass transition 172 

temperature (Tg), porosity of the viscous droplets (glass beads) reduces according to a characteristic 173 

timeframe, driven by surface tension (Wadsworth et al., 2016). The porosity reduction is repeatable 174 

and predictable for a given temperature, thus by controlling temperature and dwell time, the target 175 

porosity can be achieved. We used soda lime silica glass spheres (Spheriglass® A-glass Solid Glass 176 

Microspheres, product number 1922, Potters Industries Inc) as a starting material which has well 177 

constrained properties, including a known Tg value of 824 K (551°C; at 10 °C.min-1). Product 1922 178 

has a bead size range of 45–90 µm with a particle size distribution mean between 60 and 70 µm, as 179 

used in Wadsworth et al. (2016). Samples with 6–11 % and 28–32 % porosities (hereafter known as 8 180 

% and 30 % porosity sample sets) were made at Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, where 181 

microspheres were loosely packed into ceramic trays with dimensions 20 cm by 15 cm and 5 cm 182 

deep and heated to 663°C for 2.5 or 13 hours (respectively for the 30 % and 8 % porosity samples), 183 

with a heating and cooling rate of 10 °C.min-1, following existing protocols and models (see 184 

Wadsworth et al., 2016, 2017). The slow heating and cooling rate minimised thermal gradients across 185 

the sample, and the relatively low temperature (relative to Tg) ensured that the sintering was slow, 186 

minimising the possibility for local heterogeneities. The trays were rotated 180° halfway through the 187 

heating process to eliminate any effect of temperature gradients within the furnace. The low depth of 188 

the tray ensured that sintering occurred in the scale-independent surface-tension dominated regime, 189 

and not the pressure-sintering regime which could induce basal compaction due to overburden 190 

(Wadsworth et al., 2019). This process created bricks of sintered material with only slight porosity 191 

gradients and packing inconsistencies and a 3-4 % porosity variability (at the sample scale) across the 192 

slabs; this gradient was negligible in the direction of coring from the side of the sample block and 193 

therefore did not affect individual samples.  194 

The 19 % porosity samples were made at the University of Liverpool to obtain a sample set between 195 

the other two porosity ranges. Beads were loaded into cylindrical ceramic crucibles 5 cm in height 196 

and heated to 725°C and dwelled for 25 minutes with a heating and cooling rate of 10 °C.min-1 (total 197 

time during which sintering was active above Tg was 60 minutes). Single samples were then cored 198 

from each crucible and the porosity was found to be repeatable using this method, although slight, 199 

repeatable gradients existed from top (denser) to bottom, likely due to slight temperature gradients. It 200 

was ensured that the slip surface for the test was cut at the same height within each sample where the 201 

porosity was 18-20 % porosity (hereafter called the 19 % porosity sample set). 202 

Porosities of all samples were determined by constraining the sample density (ρs):  203 

𝜌𝑠 =  
𝑚

𝜋𝑟2ℎ
(3) 204 

where m is mass (in kg), h is height and r is radius (both in m) for each core. Then, determining the 205 

solid phase density (ρ0) of the sample by measuring the inaccessible volume of each core in an 206 

AccuPyc II 1340 helium pycnometer from Micromeritics, so that porosity (φ) can be estimated by: 207 

𝜑 = 1 −
𝜌𝑠

𝜌0

(4) 208 

A total of 44 friction experiments were performed on a 2nd generation low to high velocity rotary 209 

shear apparatus (LHVR) from Marui instruments at the University of Liverpool, a successor to the 1st 210 
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generation apparatus designed and described by Shimamoto (1994). The LHVR uses a concentric 211 

sample geometry and is capable of a rotational speed range of 1 rotation per year to a maximum of 212 

1500 rotations per minute (rpm) and normal force (axial load) of up to 10 kN as described in Ma et 213 

al. (2014). Hollow samples with 25.0 mm outer diameter and 8.5 mm inner diameters were cored 214 

from each of the three porosity sample groups (8, 19 and 30 %), resulting in an 8.25 mm wide 215 

annular slip surface. The axial load was applied using a gas actuator controlling the position of, and 216 

stress exerted by, the lower column. Three normal stresses of 0.25, 0.5 and 1 MPa were applied to the 217 

specimens, with normal stress (MPa) calculated by dividing applied force (kN) by the slip surface 218 

area. During each experiment torque was used to calculate shear stress (τ, see details in Hirose and 219 

Shimamoto, 2005). and an LVDT attached to the lower column recorded the axial shortening, used 220 

here as a measure of wear.  221 

To examine the effects of slip rate on frictional behaviour, wear and comminution, we used a range 222 

of constant slip rates. Tests were conducted at 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 m.s-1 at each of the normal 223 

stresses; 0.25, 0.5 and 1 MPa. Additional 1.0 m.s-1 tests were also conducted at 1 MPa for each of the 224 

sample sets. Due to variations in angular velocity across the slip surface, an equivalent slip rate (V) 225 

was calculated after Hirose and Shimamoto (2005), assuming constant shear stress across the slip 226 

surface:  227 

𝑉 =  
4𝜋𝑅 (𝑟1

2 + 𝑟1𝑟2 + 𝑟2
2)

3(𝑟1 + 𝑟2)
(5) 228 

where R is the revolution rate of the motor, r1 is outer radius and r2 is inner radius. 229 

Cumulative rotations recorded via a tachometer on the rotating upper column were used to calculate 230 

cumulative and total slip distance (hereafter termed displacement) of the experiments using the 231 

equivalent slip rate (V in m.s-1). Most experiments were performed to displacements of 9-10 m with 232 

the exception of samples that failed, and samples with very high wear rates that were halted once 233 

wear rates and shear stresses had stabilised. All data for each test (torque, normal stress, rpm and 234 

axial shortening) was recorded at 100 Hz.  235 

For each test friction coefficient (μ) was calculated from normal stress (σn in MPa) and shear stress (τ 236 

in MPa) using: 237 

𝜇 =
 𝜏

𝜎𝑛

(6) 238 

Work per unit area (W in MJ.m-2) of the slip surface was calculated by the integration of the 239 

experimentally generated shear stress curve (after Abercrombie and Rice, 2005; Di Toro et al., 2012; 240 

Kanamori and Rivera, 2013). In order to compare this to both wear and heating rates, the work during 241 

steady state slip (Wss in MJ.m-2) was calculated and divided by the displacement over which steady 242 

state conditions were measured (Dss; see Table 1) to produce the work per metre slip during the 243 

steady state period (WM) in MJ.m-2
.m

-1). 244 

In order to evaluate the combined effect of slip rate and normal stress, the mean power density per 245 

unit area (PD in MW.m-2) of the slip surface was calculated for all tests for the period of steady state 246 

shear stress (𝜏𝑠𝑠) and wear to describe the energy dissipation rate at the slip surface, via: 247 

𝑃𝐷 = 𝑉𝜏𝑠𝑠 (7) 248 
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where τss is the mean shear stress during the period of steady state sliding (from which shortening 249 

rates and heating rates were also calculated).  250 

All experiments were recorded using a FLIR X6000sc thermographic infrared camera at 20 Hz. The 251 

camera was placed at a distance of 70 cm monitor sample surface temperature of the slip zone and 252 

adjacent wall material due to frictional heating at a pixel size of approximately 0.15 mm. The data 253 

was analysed with the FLIR IR Max software.  254 

A thermomechanical analyser (TMA) 402F1 Hyperion (Netzsch GmbH) was used to measure the 255 

coefficient of thermal expansion of the three glasses with different porosities. The analysis was 256 

performed on 6 mm diameter cores, 5 mm in height and at a heating rate of 10 °C.min-1 with a 257 

constant normal force of 0.5 N. To accurately determine the expansion coefficient of our samples, a 258 

cylinder of standard alumina, of equal dimension to our porous glasses, was first heated using the 259 

pre-determined temperature and loading profile to obtain a baseline of sample assembly expansivity; 260 

length changes are monitored at a resolution of 0.125 nm. Once completed, the same temperature and 261 

loading profile was applied to the porous glass samples, and the thermal expansion constrained in the 262 

baseline run was subtracted to the sample run to accurately determine the expansion coefficient (with 263 

trivial measurement errors of <0.2 %).  264 

The thermal expansivity determination, combined with the thermographic data, was used to model 265 

the effect of thermal expansion on the monitored axial displacement during frictional sliding, and to 266 

correct the axial shortening data, used to calculate wear accurately. Thermal expansion was identified 267 

during frictional testing by a phenomenon where some experiments showed net lengthening of the 268 

sample despite wear products being observed (due to the expansion outweighing comminution). To 269 

correct the length change for thermal expansion, first the temperature of each 0.15 mm pixel along a 270 

profile of the sample, perpendicular to the slip zone was measured for each frame of thermal data. 271 

Then, the net expansion of the sample was calculated by determining the length change experienced 272 

along this profile by summing the individual expansions according to the temperature in each pixel 273 

(obtained from the thermal expansion profiles of the materials measured using the TMA). The net 274 

expansion was then subtracted from the measured shortening throughout the test to identify the true 275 

shortening (wear) and rate of wear (see Supplementary Fig. 1). As the thermographic data used in 276 

this correction was measured from the outer surface of the sample it is a minimum estimate of slip 277 

zone temperature (due to not accounting for potentially higher temperatures within the sample). 278 

Therefore, despite the high accuracy of samples’ thermal expansivity determined by TMA (i.e., <0.2 279 

%), the modelled thermal expansivity at any point during slip is likely underestimated due to 280 

underestimation of the slip zone temperature caused by surface monitoring (to date, no direct slip 281 

zone temperature measurements are possible). 282 

Following the experiments, selected samples were dissected and analysis of microstructures was 283 

conducted on a benchtop Hitachi TM3000 scanning electron microscope (SEM) with a 15 kV 284 

accelerating voltage and a 10 mm working distance. Images were acquired using the Bruker Quantax 285 

70 software. 286 

 287 

3 Results 288 

During rotary shear experiments at different slip rate and normal stress conditions the shear 289 

resistance of variably porous synthetic rock analogues varied, and consequently the friction 290 

coefficient, wear rate and frictional heating differed. These three phenomena are explored via (a) 291 
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evolution during slip, (b) the influence of normal stress and (c) the effect of slip rate, each as a 292 

function of porosity. Mechanical and thermal data for all experiments are displayed in Table 1 along 293 

with the standard deviation and standard error analysis of the mechanical data.  294 

 295 

3.1 Frictional behaviour  296 

When slip on a plane initiated, we immediately observed a rapid increase in shear stress for all tests, 297 

which was followed by a subsequent reduction in shear stress with increasing displacement (slip 298 

distance). This often plateaued at lower shear stress values, referred to as steady state (τss) conditions, 299 

after 0.5 – 2.0 meters and remained steady throughout the duration of slip (Fig. 1a, Supplementary 300 

Fig. 2-4). In conjunction with the initial stress peak, wear rate was elevated. The rapid initial wear 301 

rate during the running-in phase decreased to a constant lower rate as shear stresses reduced to steady 302 

state conditions. The rate of evolution of both the shear stress and the wear rate was variable between 303 

sample porosities and slip conditions. The lowest porosity samples (8 %) evolved from initial peak 304 

friction and wear rates to steady state in the shortest slip distance whereas the 30 % porosity samples 305 

took longer to reach steady state, and, in many cases, the interpreted steady state areas were 306 

punctuated by multiple shear stress peaks occurring throughout the test, a phenomenon that was less 307 

commonly observed at lower porosity. Peaks in shear stress were often accompanied by changes in 308 

wear rates and temperature increases. At lower normal stress (i.e. 0.25 MPa), the reduction in shear 309 

stress and wear rate to steady state occurs over a longer distance than at higher normal stresses and at 310 

lower slip rates this distance also appears to be longer. In most experiments, shear stress response 311 

follows a similar pattern as presented in Figure 1a (see Supplementary Fig. 2-4), where increasingly 312 

higher porosities exhibit higher shear stresses and wear (Fig. 1a) for a given slip condition. Higher 313 

temperatures are also achieved in the higher porosity samples. Temperature profiles for the tests 314 

show that heating rates for all samples have an initial rapid increase in temperature. Both 8 % and 19 315 

% porosity samples then achieved a relatively stable slow rate of increase, or temperature stabilised 316 

entirely. However, the highest porosity samples (30 %) typically maintained higher rates of heating 317 

throughout slip (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Fig. 2-4). 318 

To better compare the influence of normal stress and slip rate on frictional behaviour, steady state 319 

shear stress (τss) can be plotted against normal stress (σn; Fig. 1b-d). The gradients of the plots 320 

represent the friction coefficient and show the dependence of shear resistance on normal stress. For 321 

each given porosity, shear stress increases with normal stress. However, 8 % porosity samples 322 

showed a lower sensitivity to normal stress increase, especially from 0.25 to 0.5 MPa (Fig. 1b) and 323 

had a lower rate of increase to 1 MPa than the other, higher porosity suites (Fig. 1c-d). The most 324 

porous samples (30 %) had the highest dependence of shear stress on normal stress (Fig. 1d). 325 

Correspondingly, the lowest porosity glass samples (8 %) had the lowest shear resistance and 326 

associated frictional coefficients for all conditions tested ranging from 0.05 to 0.40 (Fig. 1b), 327 

reaching a maximum at 0.3 m.s-1, which is in the lower end of the friction coefficient values expected 328 

for geomaterials at low normal stresses (< 5 MPa; Fig. 3 in Byerlee, 1978). At intermediate porosity 329 

(19 %) the friction coefficients were slightly higher, ranging from 0.23 to 0.54 (Fig. 1c). At the 330 

highest porosity (30 %), the steady state friction coefficient of the samples ranged from 0.57 to 0.81 331 

(calculated from the linear fit of the steady state shear stress), which are typical Byerlee’s friction 332 

values for rocks (Fig. 1d). Experiments conducted at 1 MPa and at 0.4 and 0.5 m.s-1 for all samples, 333 

and at 0.3 m.s-1 for the 8 and 19 % porosity samples produced a shear stress that exceeded the 334 
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strength of all the three porosity sample sets and the samples failed, resulting in no test data for these 335 

conditions. 336 

Shear stress, and hence friction coefficients show a dependence on slip rate (Fig. 1b-d). Friction 337 

coefficients initially increase with higher slip rates (at low slip rates) but switch to decreasing friction 338 

coefficients at faster slip rates, shown in Figure 2 (which plots friction coefficients calculated for 339 

each slip rate using the gradients in Fig. 1 b-d). In detail, samples exhibit velocity strengthening up to 340 

0.2 -0.3 m.s-1, followed by the onset of velocity weakening behaviour at around 0.3-0.4 m.s-1 for all 341 

porosities tested, resulting in lower frictional coefficients until 0.5 m.s-1. Results for high-velocity 342 

tests of 1 m.s-1 for each porosity sample set show another increase in friction coefficient for 8 and 19 343 

% porosity samples, and stabilisation for the 30 % porosity sample (Fig. 2), though it should be noted 344 

that 1 m.s-1 tests were only conducted at 1 MPa.  345 

 346 

3.2 Wear rate 347 

The initiation of slip and the early slip phase are associated with initially high wear rate that 348 

gradually decreases to a steady rate over a period of running in described above (Fig. 1a, 349 

Supplementary Fig. 2-4). Once steady state wear rate is achieved, it is greater for higher porosity 350 

samples for each given slip rate and normal stress (Fig. 3). Both 8 % and 19 % porosity samples 351 

show much lower wear rates than 30 % porosity samples at the same conditions (Fig. 3). The 30 % 352 

porosity samples have more variable wear rates throughout slip, though an overall reduction in rate to 353 

a steady state value is still observed (Fig. 1a) and perturbations in wear rate often coincide with 354 

variations (peaks) in shear stress (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Fig. 2-4). 355 

In order to compare wear across different slip conditions we define wear rate during the steady state 356 

period of slip as wear per unit slip distance (mm.m-1). Comparing these wear rates (Fig. 3), we 357 

observe that at all conditions (of normal stress and slip rate) wear rate is highest in the most porous 358 

samples (30 %), intermediate in the mid-porosity samples (19 %) and lowest in the low porosity 359 

samples (8 %). Additionally, we note that wear rate varies with normal stress (Fig. 3). Wear rate is 360 

negligible (i.e., <0.04 mm.m-1) at low porosity across all normal stresses tested (0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 361 

MPa), but is still slightly dependent on normal stress, being greater at higher normal stresses for a 362 

given slip rate for both the 8 % and 19 % samples, especially at low slip rates. Conversely, 30 % 363 

samples exhibited comparable or slightly lower wear rates at higher normal stresses (Fig. 3). 364 

 In comparing wear rates for each porosity at differing slip rates, we note that the effect is different at 365 

different normal stresses. Wear rate generally reduces with higher slip rates at 0.25 and 0.5 MPa 366 

normal stress for all porosities with one exception, the 19 % porosity sample at 0.25 MPa (Fig. 3). 367 

This observation is supported by visual inspection of the amount of material ejected from the slip 368 

surface during experiments, which was seen to be lower for tests with higher slip rates. The largest 369 

reduction in steady state wear rates occurs between 0.2 and 0.3 m.s-1 (Fig. 3a-b), most notably for the 370 

30 % porosity sample experiments. Beyond 0.3 - 0.4 m.s-1 slip rate, the wear rate stabilises or 371 

increases slightly. At 1 MPa, we similarly see that wear rates reduce with increasing slip rates for the 372 

lower porosity samples (8 and 19 %) at low velocity (<0.3 m.s-1), yet the 30 % sample shows a 373 

reverse trend (it should be noted that these samples experienced very high shear stresses and were 374 

stopped prematurely due to accumulating damage). For all porosities the high slip rate tests 375 

conducted at 1 m.s-1 (at 1.0 MPa) show much greater wear rates for all porosities than at any other 376 

condition, indicating (as at the lower normal stresses) a reversal in the trend of reducing wear rate 377 

with increasing slip rate above ~0.3 m.s-1 (Fig. 3c).  378 
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To further investigate the factors controlling wear rate, we evaluate it as a function of friction 379 

coefficient, work per metre slip (WM) and power density (PD) in Figure. 4. Both WM and PD are used 380 

to evaluate the energy at the slip surface over displacement and time respectively. We note a 381 

systematic positive correlation between friction coefficient and wear rate across all sample suites and 382 

normal stresses, with each sample suite plotting distinctly but contributing to the larger trend (Fig. 383 

4a). This positive correlation is also noted between work per metre slip and wear rate; WM is seen to 384 

be greater for tests with higher normal stress, producing greater wear rates; WM is typically greater 385 

for higher porosity, also resulting in higher wear rates, though the effect of velocity is variable. 386 

Overall, wear rate is higher for higher porosity samples for a given WM (Fig. 4b). We note a weaker 387 

positive correlation between power density and wear rate for the full experimental suite, but note that 388 

each porosity sample set plots with their own distinct trend and that the highest wear rates for each 389 

porosity correspond with the highest PD. Moreover, we note that for the same PD, wear rates are 390 

higher in the most porous samples (Fig. 4c). Experiments with negligible wear rates (typically low 391 

porosity, low slip rates and low normal stresses) had the lowest power density, work per metre slip 392 

and friction coefficients (Fig. 4). 393 

 394 

3.3 Frictional heating 395 

Sample surface temperature was monitored continuously using a thermographic camera during 396 

experiments. Similar to wear rates, the initiation of slip and running-in period generates a high initial 397 

rate of frictional heating which then often decreases to a lower rate of heating after approximately 0.5 398 

– 3.0 m (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Fig. 2-4). The plateau in temperature was achieved later for the 399 

higher porosity sample, in which steady state temperature was occasionally not reached in the slip 400 

distance tested. For each given experimental condition (slip rate and normal stress) temperatures on 401 

the slip surface at any point during slip were typically highest in the most porous samples (30 %), 402 

intermediate in the mid-porosity samples (19 %) and lowest in the low porosity samples (8 %; Fig. 403 

5a-c), though in just over half the conditions tested at the onset of slip (<3 m) temperature generation 404 

in the 19 % sample exceeded the more porous sample, and in a few cases temperature remained 405 

higher throughout (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Fig. 2-4). Variations in heating rate correlate with 406 

fluctuations in friction coefficient, though excursions in temperature are typically shorter-lived. As 407 

most experiments were halted at a similar slip distance (8-10 m) and because peak temperatures often 408 

plateaued, we defined the maximum temperature for each experiment (Tmax) as a means to 409 

systematically compare the effect of each variable (normal stress, slip rate, porosity) on frictional 410 

heating [we acknowledge that this approach provides only an indication of the energy dissipated by 411 

frictional heating, and provide the details of all temperature data in the supplementary information]. 412 

Tmax shows correlation with normal stress, porosity and slip rate (Fig. 5): for a given porosity and slip 413 

rate, maximum temperature increases with normal stress (Fig 5d-f); and for a given porosity and 414 

normal stress, temperature increases with slip rate (Fig. 5a-c). The latter being minor in the lowest 415 

porosity samples (8 %) at lowest load (0.25 MPa), which show little variation in temperature with 416 

increasing slip rate (Fig. 5a-b), whereas the 19 % and 30 % porosity samples show a systematic 417 

positive trend of greater frictional heating with increasing slip rate at all loads tested (Fig. 5d-f). As 418 

also seen in the temperature profiles, Tmax in the 19 % porosity samples sometimes exceed those in 419 

the 30 % porosity samples (Fig. 5), though it should be noted that tests were stopped after shorter slip 420 

distances for the more porous samples due to excessive wear (reaching the apparatus limit; see Table 421 

1; Supplementary Fig. 2-4).  422 
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To further explore the controls on frictional heating we calculated the heating rate per meter of slip 423 

during the steady state slip period (the change in peak temperature during 𝜏𝑠𝑠). This heating rate is 424 

plotted against both friction coefficient and work per metre slip over the same period for each test 425 

(Fig. 6a & b). As we found with wear rate, the heating rate shows a positive correlation with friction 426 

coefficient across all porosities and experimental parameters, with each porosity plotting distinctly 427 

but contributing to the overall trend (Fig. 6a). We also see positive correlation between work per 428 

metre slip and heating rate, with WM greater for tests with larger applied normal stress, and for a 429 

given normal stress tests with greater slip rates resulted in greater heating rates. Unlike wear rate, 430 

each porosity of sample does not have a distinct trend of heating rate as a function of WM and instead 431 

clustering of different porosity samples is observed to contribute to the overall trend (Fig. 6b). In 432 

comparing heating rates and wear rates, which both positively correlate with friction coefficient and 433 

WM, we note a distinction in the trends (Figs. 4 & 6). The most porous samples have typically higher 434 

WM and higher wear rates, but not always the highest heating rates, which suggests high wear rates 435 

may limit temperature production, as also seen by lower Tmax for tests with the highest wear rates 436 

(Supplementary Fig. 5). We also plot Tmax against PD (Fig. 6c), noting that each porosity shows a 437 

separate positive trend of increasing Tmax, with the 19 % sample typically having the highest Tmax for 438 

a given PD. 439 

 440 

3.4 Comminution and wear mechanisms  441 

Visual inspection of samples after testing revealed notable differences in the damage associated with 442 

mechanical wear for each porosity (for original pore structures see Fig. 7a-c). Samples that 443 

experienced slip at similar conditions (8 % and 19 % samples at 0.1 m.s-1 at 1 MPa and a 30 % 444 

sample at 0.2 m.s-1 at 1 MPa) were selected and cut perpendicular to the slip direction to expose the 445 

damage zone for SEM analysis (Fig. 7d-g; for thin section orientation in relation to the experimental 446 

set up see Fig. 7h). Due to the slight differences in slip rate of the samples, the damage zones were 447 

only analysed qualitatively for fracturing style. 448 

Increasing the porosity of materials slipping along a fault plane results in a larger zone of damage. 449 

The 8 % porosity samples exhibit only a narrow area of damage <50 µm (Fig. 7d, g). Damage 450 

presents as Riedel (R) fractures at ~15-30o to the slip surface. These fractures splay into en-echelon R 451 

shears and higher angle R’ shear fractures propagating into the glass. Where the observed damage 452 

zone is thicker, duplexing of R shear fracturing occurs, bounding highly fractured material. On the 453 

interior edge of the damage zone, fracturing decreases to single discrete R’ fracture sets extending 454 

10-15 µm into the solid glass material (Fig. 7g). 455 

The 19 % porosity samples exhibit a similar style of Riedel shear fracturing, though with a thicker 456 

damage zone of up to 100 µm is present, with longer fractures (Fig. 7e). Unlike the 8 % samples, 19 457 

% samples had multiple pore spaces that interacted with the slip surface and damage zone. Gouge 458 

particles were preserved in these pores, with particle sizes ranging from <1 µm up to 40-50 µm 459 

angular fragments (Fig. 7e). High angle R’ fractures extend further into the glass, especially around 460 

pores; Figure 7e shows a fracture extending ~100 µm into the glass from the trailing edge of the pore 461 

relative to slip direction and several in-place angular fragments of ~10 µm.  462 

The most porous sample (30 %) has the largest gouge layer and damage zone, comprising a 200-300 463 

µm thick layer of gouge with a range of fragment sizes from <1 µm up to the largest observed 464 

fragments at around 90 µm in size (Fig. 7f). Fracturing within the grains in the gouge layer indicates 465 

that the fragment size is reduced during comminution with a reduction of angularity. The structure of 466 
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the glass material at 30 % porosity shows the original glass bead shape with necking where grains 467 

were in contact during sintering (Fig. 7c, f). Fractures in the damaged zone of sintered glass are 468 

observed at these necks between grains, as well as across the grains at their widest point and as chips 469 

off the side of the grains.  470 

 471 

4 Discussion  472 

By combining analysis of friction coefficient, work and power density with wear rates, temperature 473 

monitoring and microstructural data, we can make many observations regarding the interplay 474 

between material properties and the tribological responses of variably porous media. Inferences can 475 

then be made on the role of porosity in slip behaviour of natural geomaterials in frictional regimes. 476 

The results of the frictional investigation show that porosity has a significant control on fault slip. We 477 

show that the 30 % porosity sintered glass samples abide by Byerlee’s law, and that with decreasing 478 

porosity the reduction in shear resistance means friction coefficients approach the lower end of the 479 

expected variability in friction coefficient values for geomaterials at low normal stresses (Byerlee, 480 

1978) (Fig. 1b-d). This suggests that most natural geomaterials, which are texturally heterogeneous 481 

and fully crystalline, behave differently during frictional sliding to amorphous glass samples of the 482 

same porosity. Differences in mineral strength and the addition of heterogeneous stress distributions 483 

from textural features such as crystal boundaries, cleavage planes and differences in cementation in 484 

granular material (e.g. Saadati et al., 2018) promote stress concentrations and weaknesses that alter 485 

the strength and as a consequence, frictional behaviour. Yet understanding the response of glassy 486 

materials to fault slip is vital to numerous settings, including volcanic environments that include 487 

glass-bearing lavas and ignimbrites, and which are prone to faulting and gravitational instabilities 488 

(Elsworth et al., 2007; Hacker et al., 2014; Lavallée et al., 2015) . 489 

The low porosity glass samples lack the textural heterogeneity to experience comminution and wear, 490 

as evidenced by the lack of fault gouge (Fig. 7). With increasing porosity there was an increase in 491 

ability to comminute, such that steady state shear stress and frictional coefficients approached more 492 

typical values that were predicted by Byerlee, with the 30 % porosity samples behaving in a similar 493 

manner to the majority of natural geomaterials. Increasing roughness is shown to increase friction 494 

(Byerlee, 1978) as asperities interact on the surfaces. We interpret that at higher porosity the presence 495 

of pores at the slip surface provides a surface roughness, enhancing interactions between the surfaces 496 

and localising stress concentrations. Additionally, porosity has been shown to reduce material 497 

strength across a range of lithologies (e.g. Dunn et al., 1973; Al-Harthi et al., 1999; Rajabzadeh et al., 498 

2012; Bubeck et al., 2017; Coats et al., 2018) and porous glasses alike (Vasseur et al., 2013). This 499 

enables fractures to more readily propagate into the material, increasing damage and wear of the 500 

surfaces.  501 

The granular texture of the more porous material allows more material removal from the host due to 502 

each fracture, as evidenced by the SEM analysis (Fig. 7) which shows larger fractures and larger 503 

clasts in the cataclasite and variable, higher friction coefficients throughout the experiments (Fig. 1a 504 

and supplementary data). In contrast, the 8 % samples that had very few pores intersecting with the 505 

slip surface had less concentration of stress on discrete points and so fractures are distributed along 506 

the surface in Riedel patterns that produce only a thin damage zone (50 µm thick) and very little 507 

fragmented material is incorporated into the slip zone between the wall rock interfaces. Not only is 508 

more volume of material removed in more porous samples, but also larger fragments that are 509 
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subsequently comminuted in the gouge layer. These larger fracturing events are observed as shear 510 

stress peaks and slip zone dilation in the axial displacement of the samples during the tests. Some 511 

large fragments are preserved in the damage zone and gouge layer of the 30 % porosity sample slip 512 

surfaces (Fig. 7f) and can be compared to the smaller grain sizes preserved in the pores on the surface 513 

of the 19 % porosity samples (Fig. 7e). This style of fracturing and gouge layer formation would not 514 

be possible with the smaller fractures in the damage zone observed with the 8 % porosity samples. 515 

This variation in wear mechanism, from small scale damage zones to larger fracturing events (Fig. 7), 516 

also causes the differences in run-in time for the materials to achieve steady state sliding. High initial 517 

wear rates observed during early phases of slip (Fig. 1a) are caused by the initial failure of asperities, 518 

smoothing of the surface and, in the more porous samples, the production of a gouge layer. The 519 

higher porosity samples experienced longer running-in phases due to the higher roughness caused by 520 

pore-surface interaction, and they had to generate thick gouge layers to achieve quasi-stable slip (Fig. 521 

7). As several studies have previously noted, a continuous gouge layer can dramatically reduce shear 522 

stress by halting rock-on-rock, two-body system behaviour in favour of a three-body system with 523 

granular medium with the capability of adopting a shear weakening rheology (e.g. Ikari et al., 2009; 524 

Niemeijer et al., 2010). 525 

Natural fractures and slip surfaces have a fractal roughness across a range of scales (self-similar; 526 

Power et al., 1988), these rough slip surfaces tend towards smoother profiles across scales (self-527 

affine) with increasing slip due to the fracturing and comminution of asperities and other slip surface 528 

features (Brodsky et al., 2016). However, where roughness is induced by porosity on a planar 529 

surface, this is not the case because as the surface material is removed due to wear, additional pores 530 

are uncovered at increasing distance from the original slip plane. As a result, roughness at the scale of 531 

porosity (micron to cm) cannot reduce effectively leading to large amounts of interlocking asperity 532 

contacts beyond the initial running in period. The roughness at the scale of the porosity is therefore a 533 

property of the material itself, an inherent roughness, that cannot be smoothed by abrasion, though it 534 

may be buffered by the presence of a gouge layer, with gouge also infilling pores at the surface. This 535 

would suggest that for a given normal stress, faults in more porous materials maintain higher 536 

roughness as well as having higher wear rates and potentially higher friction coefficients for longer 537 

slip displacements, which may prevent attainment of stable slip conditions (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).  538 

An increase in normal stress results in higher shear stresses. As normal stress is increased, so too 539 

does the geometric interaction of roughness and this results in higher shear resistance along the slip 540 

surface. The shear resistance to normal stress relationships define the friction coefficient for each 541 

given slip velocity (Fig. 1b-d). In this study, we observed that the highest porosity sample exhibits 542 

the highest friction coefficient, as locally increased normal stress (at the points of contact) has the 543 

largest impact on promoting geometric interaction for the most porous sample (i.e., shear stress has 544 

the highest dependence on normal stress; Fig 1b-d) due to deformation, either elastic or plastic of the 545 

asperities on the slip surface (Bhushan, 1998; Bowden and Tabor, 2001). Meanwhile, for the lowest 546 

porosity samples (8 % porosity), little surface roughness exists due to the lack of pores and material 547 

heterogeneity and therefore the increase in normal stress does not so dramatically increase asperity 548 

interactions, and the additional normal stress is distributed over a larger area instead of at discrete 549 

asperity contact points. In detail, for low porosity samples (8 and 19 % porosity), at a given slip rate, 550 

an increase in normal stress is associated with higher wear resulting from a greater amount of 551 

fracturing and damage. Shorter running-in periods to the attainment of steady sliding are also noted at 552 

higher normal stresses due to the enhanced wear rates and early asperity removal (see Supplementary 553 

Fig. 2-4). At 30 % porosity, the effect of an increase in normal stress is not simple (Fig. 3). The 554 

generation of thicker gouge layers may be the cause of a lower sensitivity of wear rate to normal 555 

stress, since gouge has differing frictional behaviour to rock-rock contacts (Matsu’ura et al., 1992; 556 
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Sibson, 1994; Sagy et al., 2007; Niemeijer et al., 2010). SEM analysis of the 30 % porosity sample 557 

slip zone showed a relatively thick (200-300 µm) layer of cataclasite, which kept the sample 558 

interfaces separated during sliding (Fig. 7f).  559 

Steady state friction coefficients increase and subsequently decrease with increasing slip rates (Fig. 560 

2). This suggests an initial velocity strengthening behaviour transitioning to velocity weakening 561 

behaviour (m decreases with increasing V) at higher slip rates. This transition occurs for all porosities 562 

tested at around 0.2 m.s-1 to 0.4 m.s-1 (Fig. 2). A weakening mechanism is therefore triggered after an 563 

increase in slip rate, across all porosities tested, and independent of normal stress, which has been 564 

attributed to the time-dependent interaction of the surfaces (Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983). The 565 

restrengthening observed at 1 m.s-1 for the 8 and 19 % samples may be related to partial welding of 566 

the slip surface which is supported by a black/brown material observed on the slip surface after these 567 

experiments. Fault healing (welding due to viscous remobilization of glass (or glass-rich rocks) 568 

causes higher frictional coefficients (due to strengthening e.g. Lamur et al., 2019) and instability 569 

during slip (Lavallée et al., 2015). The 30 % porosity sample did not exhibit the increased friction or 570 

darkening of the slip surface prior to failure, and a correspondingly lower Tmax was recorded. In most 571 

cases wear rate also decreases with increasing slip velocity during the initial velocity strengthening 572 

portion up to around 0.3 m.s-1 and then achieves a plateau during the faster slip rates where materials 573 

are velocity weakening. This reliance of wear rate on slip rate disagrees with Archard’s original law 574 

(Archard, 1953) that states that wear rate increases with increasing normal stress, but fails to include 575 

response to slip rates. However, such reliance on slip rate has been noted by numerous studies on 576 

natural rock samples (Hirose et al., 2012; Boneh et al., 2013; Boneh and Reches, 2018) and ceramics 577 

(Conway et al., 1988; Al-Qutub et al., 2008).  578 

There is an overall positive correlation across all experiments between friction coefficient and wear 579 

rate, with each porosity clustering (largely due to the distinct ranges of friction coefficients for each 580 

porosity material) but contributing to the overall trend (Fig. 4a) indicating that wear rate may be 581 

determined from friction coefficients without further knowledge about the fault rock porosity. 582 

Negligible wear rates also correspond to the lowest work per metre slip values and power densities 583 

(Fig. 4b & c), suggesting there was not enough energy per unit slip distance or unit time to damage 584 

the samples surfaces in order to produce wear products. Interestingly, the relationship between wear 585 

rate and WM and by extension, PD is porosity-specific, which indicates that lower energy during slip is 586 

required to induce damage in the (weaker) more porous samples. Thus porosity may be a contributing 587 

factor in the observation that whilst damage zone thickness scales with slip displacement, it varies by 588 

over three orders of magnitude for given displacement when considering different geomaterials and 589 

settings (Shipton et al., 2006).  590 

The normal stress also controls the generation of frictional heat during sliding; at higher normal 591 

stress the heat generated is greater for a given slip rate for materials of each porosity (Fig. 5a-c). 592 

Maximum surface temperatures observed generally (but with exceptions) increase with porosity for a 593 

given slip rate and normal stress (Fig. 5). In the more porous materials, the roughness caused by 594 

porosity more effectively enhance stress concentration, increasing the shear resistance and work done 595 

at the slip surface, leading to a greater amount of energy dissipated as heat. Thus, higher porosities 596 

generally result in higher friction coefficients, wider damage zones, enhanced wear and more 597 

temperature release compared to the less porous counterparts (Fig. 1-4; Fig. 7). Higher slip rates also 598 

resulted in higher temperatures (Fig. 5) and heating rates (Fig. 6a & b) with the exception of 599 

experiments on the 19 % porosity samples at 0.5 MPa at 0.4 and 0.5 m.s-1 (Fig. 5b&e) where Tmax 600 

was lower than that of tests at lower slip rates. We attribute this to the observed lack of initial peak in 601 

shear stress data recorded (Supplementary Fig. 3e-f and Fig 1a), perhaps due to the initial 602 
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heterogeneous surface conditions that resulted in less initial work, which retarded heating and 603 

reduced the maximum temperature reached (though heating rate during the steady state period 604 

followed the expected trend). The increase in heating rates with slip rates corresponds with greater 605 

WM (Fig. 6b) implying greater mechanical energy dissipation per unit of displacement. This is 606 

mirrored in the correlation of Tmax with PD (Fig. 6c) with greater energy per unit time due to 607 

increased displacement experienced per second of slip acting to increase temperatures at the slip 608 

surface due to faster mechanical energy dissipation than the wall rock material capability to conduct 609 

or radiate heat away.  610 

Wear rate and temperature may be sensitive to slip velocity for the same reason as friction 611 

coefficient, as asperities have less time to interact when slip is more rapid. Boneh and Reches (2018) 612 

relate wear rate to the mechanical impulse, derived from asperity contact period which is proportional 613 

to slip rate and describes the relationship between contact time and asperity failure; at higher slip 614 

rates, individual asperities spend less time interacting, hence less shear stress is generated and the 615 

likelihood of fracture or failure is reduced. An implication of this could be that faults that maintain 616 

higher friction coefficients due to the persistent roughness imposed by the presence of high porosity, 617 

could overcome the high friction conditions if slip rate becomes rapid enough to reduce interaction 618 

time of each point of stress concentration, lowering shear resistance. However, as asperities interact 619 

at greater and greater slip rates they have higher impact energy and thus increased power density and 620 

energy for heating, and thus frictional heat may still increase with slip rate even when friction 621 

coefficient and wear rate do not increase, as is observed here above ~0.3 m.s-1 (Fig. 6).  622 

Thermal weakening of the surface material may also act to reduce the strength of asperities (e.g. 623 

Sleep, 2019), a mechanism that would be material-dependent between different rocks and mineral 624 

assemblages with varying strengths. It must be noted that wear rates also influence the temperatures 625 

achieved at the slip surface (Fig. 4 & 6, Supplementary Fig. 5); when wear rates are high, this may 626 

counteract the attainment of high temperatures. Specifically, for low porosity samples with low wear 627 

rates heating is in competition with heat dissipation away from the slip zone yet heat generated 628 

largely remains on the slip surface. However, the most porous samples (30 %) with highest 629 

shortening rates have lower early slip zone temperatures and, in some experiments, lower 630 

temperatures throughout than the intermediate porosity samples, an effect which may be due to a 631 

combination of: (1) introduction of cooler (distal) material along the slip zone due wear and removal 632 

of (proximal) material originally along the slip plane, (2) more energy consumed during fracturing 633 

(due to surface area creation); (3) more effective heat dissipation to the atmosphere from the porous 634 

media; and (4) loss of hot particles from the slip zone during rapid wear and comminution as heated 635 

fractured material is expelled. So, it may be that these processes hamper heat generation as well as 636 

the ability to accumulate heat in the slip zone. Where wear rates are more rapid, the heated zone 637 

around the slip surface is narrower as wear rate exceeds the rate of conduction of heat away from the 638 

slip zone.  639 

As the rates of heating on slip surfaces control the timing of various weakening mechanisms in 640 

natural faults, the data here would suggest that slip surfaces with high wear rates may not necessarily 641 

heat substantially as abundant fracturing and pervasive damage zones may be favoured instead. This 642 

could potentially delay the onset of thermal weakening mechanisms such as flash heating, thermal 643 

pressurisation and frictional melting that are methods of lubricating faults and allowing slip to occur 644 

with low friction coefficient. In nature, the addition of pore fluids in an interconnected porosity may 645 

also act to reduce normal stress and remove heat from the slip surface, further decreasing the 646 

opportunity for thermal weakening compared to denser materials (all else being equal). It is worth 647 

noting however that mature faults contain substantial gouge, which shows that fragmental products 648 
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can accumulate in the slip zone. In these cases of confined slip planes, ejection of material would be 649 

less than that observed in the unconfined experiments in this study, and hot, comminuted fragments 650 

that are trapped may continue heating, contributing to thermal weakening. In nature, the addition of a 651 

through-going and perpetuating gouge layer prevents the direct interaction of slip surfaces, after 652 

which the friction (and wear) in the fault core would not be related to asperity wear from direct 653 

surface interaction but the properties of the gouge itself(e.g. Niemeijer et al., 2010). As such, wear 654 

rate during direct interaction of shear surfaces may only be comparable to new ruptures, where gouge 655 

layers are yet to be formed and developed (Sagy et al., 2007).  656 

An example in which interaction of shear surfaces is maintained is during landslides or sector 657 

collapses. These events are controlled, especially in the early phases, by the initial wear and friction 658 

parameters, impacting the extent of initial collapse controlling the velocity of the mass movement 659 

(e.g. Legros et al., 2000) and the runout distance (often greater than predicted by simple friction 660 

models; e.g. Scheidegger, 1973).Such large displacement events often juxtapose lithologies of 661 

differing porosities, in which case predominant damage and wear of the more porous rocks 662 

contributes to cataclasis and material entrainment, potentially leading to a reduction in basal friction 663 

(Hughes et al., 2020). 664 

A distinction between laboratory experiments and natural faults is the fractal nature of natural fault 665 

roughness. Here we examine inherent roughness in the form of porosity, yet the surface roughness of 666 

samples cannot replicate the fractal nature of natural fault surfaces and as a result, wear rate in 667 

natural faults demonstrably varies by more than their experimental counterparts (Scholz, 1987; 668 

Boneh et al., 2013; Boneh and Reches, 2018), as such the differences in wear rate as a function of 669 

porosity observed here may be exaggerated in a natural faulting environment. It must also be noted 670 

here that these experiments are conducted at low normal stresses and are unconfined. As such, they 671 

elucidate conditions in events occurring at upper crustal conditions (e.g. mass movements and 672 

landslides, glacier abrasion, volcanic edifice collapses and volcanic spine extrusion). To investigate 673 

lower crustal conditions, confinement of the sample would be necessary to test samples at higher 674 

normal stresses without failure. In these deeper conditions the natural porosity range may also be 675 

smaller due to greater lithostatic pressures preventing the existence of high porosity rocks. 676 

 677 

5 Conclusions  678 

Here we report on controlled experiments to study the impact of porosity on slip behaviour, wear and 679 

heat generation. Porosity in geomaterials acts to form an inherent roughness that cannot be removed 680 

by mechanical wear with accumulated slip. The roughness formed where pore margins interact with 681 

planar slip surfaces acts to increase shear resistance and friction coefficient. Porous samples also 682 

have higher wear rates compared to low porosity samples due to the increased asperity removal, 683 

producing higher levels of fractured material. Normal stress serves to promote asperity interaction, 684 

increasing shear resistance, wear rate and temperature.  685 

The glass samples used have frictional coefficients in the lower range of Byerlee’s frictional 686 

behaviour expected for natural geomaterials at low normal stresses, especially at lower porosity, due 687 

to a lack of compositional and textural heterogeneity. This highlights the importance of other 688 

variables such as varying crystal strength and textural weaknesses along crystal and grain boundaries 689 

but allows for the isolation of the role of porosity on the frictional and tribological behaviour of 690 

geomaterials. 691 
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Friction coefficient and wear rate increase with increasing slip rate, then decrease beyond a velocity 692 

of ~0.3 m.s-1. The observed change in behaviour to slip weakening at higher slip rates may be a result 693 

of reduced asperity interaction times or of thermally activated weakening mechanism. It is likely this 694 

relates to the work per metre slip at the slip surface, defining a specific energy required for activation.  695 

We observe a reduction in maximum recorded temperatures produced by frictional heating in some 696 

experiments with high wear rates (i.e. high porosity), which we attribute to an increased proportion of 697 

energy consumed in fracturing, enhanced heat dissipation from porous material and the removal of 698 

heated material from the slip zone due to wear and ejection. The interplay of frictional coefficient, 699 

work per metre slip, power density, wear rate and heating rate suggest that in some natural conditions 700 

(e.g. at shallow crustal depths), such as in porous host rocks, the onset of thermally activated 701 

weakening mechanisms may be delayed due to reduced frictional heating rates in the slip zone 702 

undergoing wear.  703 
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Figures and Tables 997 

 998 

Figure 1. Mechanical data for glass analogues with different porosities. a) Example evolution of 999 

friction coefficient, shortening (wear) and temperature for slip parameters 0.4 m.s-1 and 0.5 MPa for 1000 

the suite of porosities tested (8 % blue, 19 % green and 30 % orange). Tmax is the peak temperature 1001 

measured by the thermographic camera in any given frame. Note initially heightened friction 1002 
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coefficients and faster wear at the initiation of slip and subsequent reduction to steady state 1003 

conditions after approximately 0.5 – 2.0 metres of slip. b-d) Average steady state shear stress (τss) 1004 

plotted against normal stress for b) 8 %, c) 19 % and d) 30 % porosity - see supplementary Table 1 1005 

for slip distances over which this was measured. The Byerlee friction range 0.6-0.85 is highlighted in 1006 

grey for reference. Darker colour shades indicate increasing slip rate and shape indicates normal 1007 

stress. The 30 % porosity sample approximates Byerlee frictional behaviour, and with decreasing 1008 

porosity the samples’ response deviates further. 1009 

  1010 
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 1011 

 1012 

Figure 2. Friction coefficient for each porosity material (8, 19 and 30 %) calculated from data 1013 

displayed in Figure 1b-d and plotted against slip rate for all porosities (colour denotes porosity, shade 1014 

is slip rate from 0.1 – 1.0 ms-1). Note that friction coefficients increase at rates up to 0.3 m.s-1 and 1015 

decrease with increasingly higher slip rates as marked with sketch lines. 1016 

  1017 
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 1018 

 1019 

Figure 3. Wear rate as a function of slip rate for samples of each porosity (8, 19 and 30 %), at a) 0.25 1020 

MPa, b) 0.5 MPa, c) 1.0 MPa normal stress. Wear rates generally increase with increasing axial load 1021 

and are highest for the 30 %, followed by 19 % and finally 8 % porosity samples. At normal stresses 1022 

of 0.25 and 0.5 MPa the 30 % porosity samples show reduction in wear rate with higher slip rates, 1023 

with a reversed trend at 1.0 MPa. 8 and 19 % porosity exhibit negligible wear rates at 0.25 MPa and 1024 

0.5 MPa (Fig. 1b). 1 m.s-1 test show much higher wear rates than low slip rate experiments. All wear 1025 

rates have been corrected for thermal expansion using coefficient of expansion and thermal data 1026 

recorded during tests. 1027 

 1028 
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 1029 

Figure 4. a) Wear rate related to friction coefficient for all tests. High porosity results in higher 1030 

frictional coefficients and higher wear rates. b) Wear rate as a function of work per metre slip (WM). 1031 

c) Wear rate as a function of power density (PD). Higher WM and PD associated with higher porosities 1032 

and higher wear rates. All wear rates have been corrected for thermal expansion using coefficient of 1033 

expansion and thermal data recorded during tests.  1034 

 1035 
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 1036 

Figure 5. Maximum temperature (Tmax ) achieved during slip as a function of slip rate. a-c) The 1037 

effect of normal stress (0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 MPa) for each of the sample porosities tested, showing 1038 

higher Tmax at higher slip rate and at higher normal stress. d-f) The effect of porosity (8, 19 and 30 %) 1039 

at each of the normal stresses, showing incresing Tmax with increasing slip rate for all porosities, but a 1040 

complex impact of porosity on Tmax, where 19 % porosity samples result in higher maximum 1041 

temperatures than 30 % porosity. Note that Tmax may occur at different slip distance for each test, a 1042 

complete temperature record of all experiments is provided in the supplementary information. 1043 

 1044 
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 1045 

Figure 6. Mechanical controls on frictional heat achieved during slip. a) Heating rate plotted against 1046 

friction coefficient for all tests, showing positive correlation. b) Heating rate plotted against work per 1047 

metre slip also showing positive correlation, with more work produced per metre of slip resulting in 1048 

greater heating rates c) Tmax plotted against mean power density. Note that Tmax may occur at 1049 

different slip distances for each test. A complete temperature record of all experiments is provided in 1050 

the supplementary information. 1051 

 1052 
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 1053 

Figure 7. Backscattered electron (BSE) images of samples with different porosity. Texture of the 1054 

sintered glass samples highlighting pore structure prior to testing for a) 8 %, b) 19 % and c) 30 % 1055 

porosity samples. d) Damage zone of an 8 % porosity sample that experience 9.04 m of slip at 1 MPa 1056 

at 0.1 m.s-1 showing minimal penetration of damage (<50 µm) and Riedel shearing. e) Damage zone 1057 

of a 19 % porosity sample that experienced 8.64 m of slip at 1 MPa at 0.1 m.s-1 with more fracturing 1058 

at pore edges and accumulation of fine-grained (maximum 50 µm to smaller than 1 µm) gouge 1059 

material within pores. f) Damage zone and gouge of a 30 % porosity sample that experience 2.79 m 1060 

of slip at 1 MPa at 0.2 m.s-1 with large fragments up to 100 µm in size in a gouge layer up to 350 µm 1061 

thick. g) Zoomed area of panel d (shown by the red inset box) at higher magnification to highlight 1062 

Riedel structures and the absence of gouge. h) A schematic of thin section orientation (same for all 1063 

samples) within the sample assembly. Shear for panels d-g is left-lateral (sinistral) as indicated by the 1064 

schematic. 1065 

 1066 



  

Table 1.  Mechanical and Temperature data for all experiments 1067 

 1068 

Sample name 
Sample set 

porosity 

Applied 

normal 

stress 

Slip 

rate  
Rotations 

Total 

displacement 

Wear 

rate 

Measured 

normal 

stress  

Peak 

shear 

stress 

Steady-state 

shear stress 

Steady-

state 

shear 

standard 
deviation 

Steady-

state 

shear 

stress 

standard 
error 

Friction 

coeff. 

Friction 

coeff. 

standard 

deviation 

Friction 

coeff. 

standard 

error 

Steady 

state 

conditions 

Power 

density 

Work 

per 

metre 

slip 

Tmax 
Heating 

rate 

  % MPa m.s-1 n m mm.m-1 MPa MPa MPa  MPa  MPa       m MW.m-2 J.m-2.m-1 oC oC.m-1 

SINT_GLASS_6 

6 to 11 

0.25 0.1 350 19.98 0.0020 0.2361 0.2058 0.0283 0.0678 0.0005 0.1198 0.358953 0.002907 4.42-19.57 0.0028 0.3362 60 5.0410 

SINT_GLASS_8 0.25 0.1 159 9.08 0.0024 0.2311 0.0694 0.0022 0.0553 0.0007 0.0095 0.291967 0.00369 2.36-8.58 0.0002 0.0136   3.9234 

SINT_GLASS_9 0.25 0.2 182.9 10.39 0.0022 0.2449 0.0987 0.0577 0.0492 0.0011 0.2357 0.231047 0.00515 4-8 0.0115 0.2312 29 2.3984 

SINT_GLASS_10 0.25 0.3 157.1 8.90 0.0027 0.2351 0.0975 0.0837 0.0420 0.0016 0.3560 0.222271 0.008574 4-6 0.0251 0.1672 28 1.4738 

SINT_GLASS_11 0.25 0.4 162.5 9.91 0.0008 0.2506 0.0896 0.0329 0.0370 0.0016 0.1313 0.157813 0.00703 4-6 0.0132 0.0658 28 1.1594 

SINT_GLASS_12 0.25 0.5 165 9.31 0.0000 0.2432 0.0302 0.0202 0.0856 0.0035 0.0831 0.363994 0.014811 3-6 0.0101 0.0600 27 2.0200 

SINT_GLASS_13 0.51 0.1 157.1 8.96 0.0024 0.5032 0.0475 0.0061 0.0570 0.0009 0.0121 0.115566 0.001822 4-8 0.0006 0.0244 32 3.3594 

SINT_GLASS_14 0.51 0.2 160.5 9.11 0.0013 0.4991 0.0882 0.0395 0.0484 0.0012 0.0791 0.099179 0.002553 3-6 0.0079 0.1185 32 2.7479 

SINT_GLASS_15 0.51 0.3 164.1 9.30 0.0037 0.4945 0.1326 0.0779 0.0432 0.0010 0.1576 0.090828 0.002072 2.27-8 0.0234 0.4460 33 7.0655 

SINT_GLASS_16 0.51 0.4 162 9.16 0.0028 0.5045 0.0756 0.0459 0.0393 0.0017 0.0909 0.078778 0.003509 2-4 0.0184 0.0917 40 5.8805 

SINT_GLASS_17 0.51 0.5 211.8 11.97 0.0091 0.5013 0.0681 0.0280 0.1043 0.0052 0.0559 0.211374 0.010529 1-3 0.0140 0.1353 48 9.0544 

SINT_GLASS_9 1.02 0.1 158.9 9.04 0.0100 0.9743 0.1214 0.0609 0.0555 0.0010 0.0625 0.05768 0.001049 5-8 0.0061 0.1826 52 8.9277 

SINT_GLASS_10 1.02 0.2 157.5 8.94 0.0032 1.0136 0.2543 0.1672 0.0483 0.0011 0.1650 0.048795 0.001087 4-8 0.0334 0.6691 54 -2.7280 

SINT_GLASS_11 1.02 0.3 149.7 8.48 0.0023 1.0118 0.4468 0.3013 0.0456 0.0018 0.2978 0.047227 0.001822 3-5 0.0904 0.6034 90 2.1196 

SINT_GLASS_7 1.02 1.0 43 2.31 0.0342 1.0025 1.6075 0.3933 0.1268 0.0211 0.3924 0.121517 0.020253 0.54-0.92 0.3933 0.1490 188 11.1297 

SINT_GLASS_16 

18 to 20 

0.25 0.1 176.1 10.08 0.0123 0.2384 0.1065 0.0506 0.0503 0.0009 0.2123 0.237388 0.00433 3-6 0.0051 0.1519 83 7.8169 

SINT_GLASS_12 0.25 0.1 175.4 10.00 0.0046 0.2224 0.1340 0.0872 0.0536 0.0008 0.3921 0.299025 0.004717 4-8 0.0087 0.3487 41 3.3868 

SINT_GLASS_13 0.25 0.2 178.2 10.08 0.0074 0.2391 0.1710 0.0814 0.0452 0.0011 0.3405 0.22476 0.005362 6.32-9.82 0.0163 0.2850 53 4.1109 

SINT_GLASS_14 0.25 0.3 175.7 9.97 0.0009 0.2288 0.1478 0.0723 0.0423 0.0012 0.3161 0.214733 0.005864 4-8 0.0217 0.2894 85 -30.7739 

SINT_GLASS_15 0.25 0.4 176.4 9.98 0.0187 0.2400 0.1349 0.0593 0.0405 0.0013 0.2469 0.178786 0.005637 4-8 0.0237 0.2369 128 5.6241 

SINT_GLASS_17 0.25 0.5 176.7 9.98 0.0243 0.2444 0.1048 0.0674 0.1026 0.0036 0.2757 0.435778 0.015359 4-8 0.0337 0.4275 165 2.1613 

SINT_GLASS_15 0.51 0.1 175.8 10.07 0.0096 0.5168 0.4380 0.2353 0.0507 0.0008 0.4554 0.110318 0.001744 4-8 0.0235 0.9412 94 2.1795 

SINT_GLASS_18 0.51 0.1 175.9 10.08 0.0754 0.5117 0.3232 0.1599 0.0588 0.0010 0.3125 0.12346 0.002116 6.2-9.55 0.0160 0.5368 120 49.8186 



 

35 

SINT_GLASS_19 0.51 0.2 176.6 10.06 0.0210 0.5193 0.4150 0.1645 0.0429 0.0010 0.3168 0.092248 0.002059 4-8 0.0329 0.6580 129 31.3364 

SINT_GLASS_20 0.51 0.3 176.8 10.04 0.0174 0.5214 0.4164 0.1609 0.0436 0.0012 0.3086 0.090577 0.002474 2-6 0.0483 0.6439 169 62.1597 

SINT_GLASS_14 0.51 0.4 179 10.14 0.0151 0.5209 0.2185 0.1162 0.0360 0.0013 0.2231 0.071523 0.002605 7-10 0.0465 0.3482 119 20.5676 

SINT_GLASS_21 0.51 0.5 179.5 10.15 0.0076 0.5178 0.1795 0.1125 0.0930 0.0033 0.2172 0.181074 0.006378 4-8 0.0562 0.4506 76 10.7325 

SINT_GLASS_16 1.02 0.1 150.6 8.64 0.0490 1.0150 0.9210 0.3556 0.0583 0.0013 0.3503 0.061164 0.001367 2-4 0.0356 0.7112 138 22.3711 

SINT_GLASS_16 1.02 0.2 105.5 5.97 0.0311 1.0076 0.9855 0.6234 0.0438 0.0020 0.6187 0.054745 0.002439 0.5-1.5 0.1247 0.6225 260 30.2604 

SINT_GLASS_13 1.02 1.0 57.2 3.06 0.3148 1.0338 0.6042 0.5591 0.0233 0.0053 0.5409 0.022564 0.005177 0.5-1 0.5591 0.2817 206 102.8708 

SINT_GLASS_8 

28 to 32 

0.25 0.1 89.7 5.11 0.3892 0.2415 0.2981 0.1274 0.1014 0.0018 0.5276 0.623988 0.01136 2-5 0.0127 0.8267 55 15.7095 

SINT_GLASS_4 0.25 0.2 85.8 4.79 0.3017 0.2249 0.3366 0.1413 0.0872 0.0027 0.6280 0.802306 0.025295 2-4 0.0283 0.2821 57 13.1761 

SINT_GLASS_5 0.25 0.3 162.7 9.22 0.0467 0.2432 0.2745 0.1721 0.0924 0.0036 0.7074 0.426612 0.016469 4-6 0.0516 0.3438 76 8.4231 

SINT_GLASS_6 0.25 0.4 115.4 6.51 0.0937 0.2447 0.3242 0.1945 0.0999 0.0036 0.7949 0.595399 0.021669 2-5 0.0778 0.5834 76 22.2166 

SINT_GLASS_7 0.25 0.5 126.2 7.09 0.0456 0.2378 0.3385 0.1987 0.1187 0.0059 0.8355 0.534798 0.026607 2.5-4.5 0.0993 0.3977 111 31.4377 

SINT_GLASS_9 0.51 0.1 151.1 8.62 0.2890 0.4961 0.7017 0.3172 0.1740 0.0032 0.6394 0.369796 0.006732 4-7 0.0317 0.9521 103 24.4157 

SINT_GLASS_10 0.51 0.2 213.6 12.14 0.2377 0.4708 0.6754 0.3352 0.2083 0.0046 0.7120 0.461912 0.0103 4-8 0.0670 1.3403 120 18.1324 

SINT_GLASS_12 0.51 0.3 208.7 11.84 0.0763 0.5009 0.7447 0.4198 0.0998 0.0031 0.8380 0.225777 0.007122 4.49-7.49 0.1259 1.2592 182 58.0135 

SINT_GLASS_3 0.51 0.4 157.1 8.87 0.0767 0.4924 0.5231 0.3494 0.0992 0.0036 0.7097 0.21795 0.007932 2-5 0.1398 1.0474 241 52.8097 

SINT_GLASS_5 0.51 0.5 161.2 9.08 0.0441 0.4783 0.5505 0.2893 0.1103 0.0055 0.6049 0.237924 0.011837 6-8 0.1447 0.5785 253 52.1852 

SINT_GLASS_6 1.02 0.1 78.9 4.46 0.1625 0.9903 1.0238 0.5653 0.1876 0.0048 0.5709 0.19323 0.004959 2.5-4 0.0565 0.8487 155 38.1039 

SINT_GLASS_7 1.02 0.2 49.6 2.79 0.2827 0.9839 1.4830 0.8833 0.2239 0.0141 0.8977 0.233766 0.014697 1.5-2 0.1767 0.4413 222 18.0725 

SINT_GLASS_2 1.02 1.0 25.8 1.44 0.7895 0.9130 1.1108 0.5605 0.0921 0.0147 0.6139 0.106696 0.017085 0.2-0.6 0.5605 0.2142 230 172.9855 
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